
Backward Design
What activities will help students achieve the 

learning outcomes and succeed on assessments?
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What should
students know 
or be able to do
by the end of 
your course?

What evidence 
will convince 
you that they 
got there?

How will you help 
them get there?

Learning 
outcomes

Assessments Learning 
activities



Twin Sins of Design
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What’s wrong with the following scenarios?
How meaningful is the learning?

•A new assistant professor 
of neurobiology teaches 
introductory biology for 
the first time.  She has her 
students learn all the 
categories of protists 
covered in the text.  The 
next year, she has to 
relearn this material to 
teach it again. 

•After attending a teaching conference 
on the importance of active learning, an 
introductory  instructor designs a play to 
illustrate the movement of electrons 
through the electron transport system in 
chloroplasts during photosynthesis.   
The instructor prints out descriptions for 
the “actors” who follow those 
instructions to play their part in the 
activity.



EnGaugements
When you ask a student to do something, they are 
simultaneously engaged in learning and can gauge their 
progress by whether or how well they can perform.



As the acorn grows into the tree, from where does the 
majority of the biomass come?

A. Air 
B. Soil
C. Water
D. Sun



EnGaugements aid construction of new knowledge



In a Language Literacy 
Disorders Course



For students to read for comprehension 
independently, they need to be able to read many of 
the individual words in the passage.

If a student cannot read ____% of the words in a 
passage, he or she may struggle to understand the 
overall text.

a. 5%
b. 10%
c. 15%
d. 20%
e. 25%



Write down 
what you think 
this passage is 

about
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Informal Reading Inventories

Level Word 
Recognition

Comprehensio
n

Independent 99-100% & 90-100%
Instructional 95-98% & 75-89%
Frustration 90% or lower or 50% or lower



Debrief:
How could you make this more 

impactful?



(AAAS 1999)

These represent the
average for an entire population 

Based on your understanding of natural selection and traits 
that vary along a continuum, explain the changes that 
occurred in the tree and dinosaur populations over time?



EnGaugements help students’ monitor progress during learning



Darwin at the Olympics

Work with your group to modify the 100-
meter dash such that it would become an 
example of natural selection.



Which answer(s) work as natural selection?

1. “Add hurdles”
2. “Make the runners run over rocky, 

uneven ground to select for the ones 
with best balance and speed”

3. “Release a tiger behind the runners”
4. “Kill the losers”
5. “Only the first two runners across the 

finish line can reproduce”



Reflection
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§What did you experience in 
the role of student?

§How does the feedback 
compare with a traditional 
lecture classroom?



Readjusting our view of the classroom
In-Class
•Critical thinking, 
problem-solving, 
cognitively demanding 
material
•Active learning
• Formative assessment

Out-of-Class
•Pre: Low cognitive demand
•Post: Practice w/ class content
•Online quizzes
•Online tutorials
•Homework



What is the purpose of the material, e.g. to disseminate information, 
foster conceptual understanding or promote acquisition of a skill?

Is the material necessary to support course learning objectives?

Yes.

Can students achieve the 
purpose on their own? 

Yes.

Make the material an 

out-of-class activity.

No.

Should students figure 
the material out for 

themselves? 

Yes.

Turn the material into a question or 
problem as in-class activity.

No.

Provide the material to 
students for a class activity.

No.

Discard the material. 

You don’t 
have to 
start from 
scratch.



Identify a learning activity for one of your learning outcomes

Active Learning Strategies:
u Brainstorm
u Think Pair Share
u Clicker question
u Model-based reasoning question
u Case study/scenario
u Statement correction
u Predict-observe-explain
u Graph reading/interpretation
u Strip sequence
u Small group/whole-class discussion
u Defend
u Minute paper
u Concept map
u Diagram https://teaching.berkeley.edu/active-learning-strategies

http://sciencecases.lib.buffalo.edu/cs/

https://www.coursesource.org/

https://www.summerinstitutes.org/teaching-supports

https://teaching.berkeley.edu/active-learning-strategies
http://sciencecases.lib.buffalo.edu/cs/
https://www.coursesource.org/
https://www.summerinstitutes.org/teaching-supports


Afternoon group work
•Pick concepts or skill and use backward design to:  
•Brainstorm a list of learning goals
•Break into subgroups to finish the process of backward 
design by developing:

•Learning outcome[s];
•Assessment questions; and 
•Learning activities for class.

•Facilitators will guide you through the process and act as a 
resource.

•You will present your final materials on Thursday.


